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INTRODUCTION

This report aims at describing the Drought Vocabulary developed within EuroGEOSS WP5 and at
documenting its creation process. This report is based on the article “The development and
interlinkage of a drought vocabulary in the EuroGEOSS interoperable infrastructure” (Latre et al.,
2011b), submitted on 2011-10-18, and currently under review, to the International Journal of
Spatial Data Infrastructures Research.
This report is based on the work done in the thematic area of drought. The objectives of the
drought working group are to connect drought-related resources on different spatial scales in an
interoperable infrastructure (European Drought Observatory, EDO)1. The main elements of EDO
are a drought metadata catalogue2 for the discovery of drought-related data and services and a
map viewer for visualizing drought indices.
Following the proposal of GEOSS and INSPIRE (European Commission, 2007) the discovery of
information is based on searching through metadata descriptions. The drought team built a
metadata catalogue that is tailored towards the needs of experts from the drought community. One
of the key fields of the metadata describing resources is the field „keywords‟ that facilitates the
discovery of a resource of interest.
In the process of preparing metadata for drought-related data and services, it turned out that the
proposed vocabularies within the EuroGEOSS project for the annotation of metadata did not
comply with the needs of the drought community, because they were highly generic to allow for a
proper classification of the resources or too large to be a practical tool for annotation.
It was decided to prepare a specialized drought vocabulary to improve the discovery of droughtrelated data and services in an interoperable infrastructure and to facilitate the task of metadata
annotation. The resulting vocabulary, developed through an open and collaborative process,
contains 103 concepts organized hierarchically in groups of concepts (drought, meteorology, soil,
hydrology) and provides preferred and alternative labels in fifteen languages (Latre et al., 2011a).
The objective of this report is to describe the Drought Vocabulary and the methodology followed in
its development (Lacasta et al., 2007).
The rest of the report is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the state of the art in thesaurus
related to drought and in thesaurus creation methodologies. Section 3 presents the drought
vocabulary which was developed for a detailed annotation of metadata of drought related data and
services. Section 4 focuses on the methodology followed for the development of the vocabulary.
The integration of the vocabulary in the IOC is presented in section 5. The report finishes with a
conclusions section (Section 6).

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A challenge in information retrieval from metadata catalogues is the provision of search results that
are semantically related to the search terms. One approach to meet this challenge is the usage of
controlled vocabularies, thesauri, or ontologies. An ontology is usually defined as “a formal, explicit
specification of a shared conceptualization” (Gruber, 1993) and can be considered composed of a
vocabulary of terms that refer to the things of interest in a given domain and some specification of
1
2

http://edo.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
http://eurogeoss.unizar.es/Search/
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meaning for the terms (Uschold and Gruninger, 2004). When this specification is not fully specified
by axioms and definitions; and just relationships among the terms (subtype/supertype, part/whole,
synonym or relation) are made explicitly, these ontologies are usually referred to as thesauri or
terminological ontologies (Lacasta et al., 2010; ISO, 1986; Sowa, 1996). In the case of multilingual
thesauri, both terms and relationships are represented in more than one language. When applied
to the search of resources, these multilingual thesauri allow the retrieval of resources that may not
directly contain the search term among the annotation terms, but a term that is related to the
search terms. This can be done by searching not only for the queried term, but also for the terms
hierarchically dependant on it, and by the different translations the term may have (Latre et al.,
2009). This has the advantage that the user retrieves a richer list of returns from his search.
2.1

Review of thematic thesauri related to drought

Two main issues were identified in the review of thesauri from fields close to drought and of
thesauri proposed for metadata annotation in the EuroGEOSS project: they are either highly
generic and contain only few terms related to drought or they are so extensive that their use for
annotation of resources is impractical.
Thematic thesauri in fields close to drought, such as hydrography, hydrology and meteorology, are
generally comprehensive; however, the amount of terms related to drought is limited. The Glossary
of Meteorology3 of the American Meteorological Society (2000) contains more than 12 000 terms
related to meteorology and only a few are related to drought. The International Glossary of
Hydrology (UNESCO, 1993), which counts with an experimental web version4, is available in 11
languages and consists of more than 300 water-related terms, but few of them related to drought.
The CUAHSI Water Ontology has the purpose of supporting the discovery of time-series data
collected at a fixed point, including physical, chemical, and biological measurements. Again, with
more than 5 000 terms, most of them not specific to drought, it is not practical for drought
resources annotation and search. Extending the scope of the thesauri does not provide any
improvement: AGROVOC5, covering subject fields in agriculture, forestry and fisheries, contains
close to 40 000 concepts, but only a dozen of them are drought-related.
General purpose thesauri, such as the thesauri proposed in the EuroGEOSS project for the
annotation of metadata (INSPIRE topic categories, GEOSS Societal Benefit Areas categorization
and the General Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus, GEMET) are not appropriate too for use in
the drought field. Below an illustration of the issues related to the reuse of these thesauri:
They can be highly generic vocabularies: INSPIRE topic categories (European
Commission, 2008) and Societal Benefit Areas categorization6 allow a categorization of
data into general subject areas like „climatologyMeteorologyAtmosphere‟ from the INSPIRE
topic categories. These categories are too general to establish useful search restrictions by
expert drought users when discovering data in a catalogue.
They can be large collections of terms: GEMET7 is a thesaurus containing around 65 000
terms. It is designed to cover a wide range of topic areas and the large amount of terms
makes the selection of the right keywords for metadata annotation or restricting a discovery
query tedious and cumbersome.

5

http://aims.fao.org/website/AGROVOC-Thesaurus/sub
http://aims.fao.org/website/AGROVOC-Thesaurus/sub
5
http://aims.fao.org/website/AGROVOC-Thesaurus/sub
6
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Societal_Benefit_Areas
7
http://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet
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Since the need for a thesaurus for metadata annotation and improvement of searches in the
drought metadata catalogue had been identified, this review of existing thesauri led to the
preparation of a specialized vocabulary on droughts.
2.2

State of art in the process of thesaurus construction

The construction of a thesaurus is a complex process in which the terminology used in a
knowledge domain is collected, analyzed and linked together into a model that can be used for
classification of resources in the domain. Along the years, with the objective of improving the
quality of the created models, different thesaurus construction methodologies have been
developed. In this field, different standards have been created to normalize the structure and
properties of monolingual and multilingual thesauri (ANSI/NISO, 2005; ISO, 2011; BSI, 2007).
These standards do not propose a detailed construction methodology, but they describe the
general idea of the most common processes used for thesauri construction. In general four steps
are usually required:
A review of similar existent thesauri. This is needed to avoid the creation of a new
thesaurus from zero if an existent one can be valid or adapted.
A modelling stage where the desired structure, format and final display are selected.
A term selection stage where the set of possible terms to include in the thesaurus are
selected and related.
A validation step in which the candidate terms are reviewed to select only those that fulfil
the standards specifications.
Depending on the specific methodology used, each one of these steps can be performed in a
different way. For example, the term selection stage can be performed by a committee generating
a corpus of terms or they can be extracted from the domain (e.g., other existent knowledge
models). And in each of these cases different approaches can be used. In the first case, the corpus
can be constructed from general terms to specific ones (top-down) or vice versa (bottom-up). In the
second one, each extracted term can be directly used in the model (inductive approach) or
reviewed after the whole desired terms is extracted (deductive approach).
Following these general guidelines, De Vorsey et al. (2006) describe the process used to construct
the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) Thesaurus. The process starts with the revision
of existent thesauri in the area and then uses a subset of Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) and
a set of keywords already used in the AMNH as candidate terms for the thesaurus. The process
includes a cleaning phase of the AAT, a second one of harmonization of AMNH keywords and a
third one of definition of relations and scope notes for the selected terms.
Other works provide construction methodologies partially different from the indicated by thesaurus
standards. For example, the State Records Authority of New South Wales (2003) describes a
complete thesaurus construction process whose term collection phase is based on DIRKS
methodology (Commonwealth of Australia, 2001) for the construction of the organization
classification schemes. The complete methodology has a first stage of preparation (review of
thesaurus need and planning); a second one devoted to collecting information that uses the DIRKS
methodology and interviews to future users; a third one of analysis, where the thesaurus structure
is composed; a fourth one of collation where the model is represented in a final format; a fifth one
of revision, where feedback is searched; and a final one of production where the created thesaurus
is put into use.
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The process described by the Semantic Health Project (2006) to create the Belgian Bilingual Biencoded Thesaurus (3BT) is less elaborated. It uses the Amsterdam Thesaurus (AT) as an initial
version and then it removes the unrequired concepts. Finally, it applies a set of refinement stages
that add concepts, correct linguistic errors and translate the keywords from the German and
French teams. The Commonwealth of Australia (2003) also describes a thesaurus construction
process in a quite general way. It assumes that the organization has developed a business
classification scheme in accordance with the DIRKS methodology. And then it provides an eightstep guide to convert such scheme into a thesaurus. Another approach is the one indicated by the
Working Group on Guidelines for Multilingual Thesauri of the IFLA Classification and Indexing
Section (2005), which describes a methodology for the construction of multilingual thesaurus (from
scratch and in base to others). However, it focuses on the criteria for selection of symmetrical
terms in different languages, not on the basics for selecting terms and identifying relationships.
Finally, there are approaches based on techniques used for the construction of ontologies. In this
context, Bechhofer and Goble (2001) describe a construction process that use knowledge
representation techniques to facilitate the construction of coherent hierarchies. It does not describe
a proper methodology, but it uses the bottom-up approach described by Vickery (1966) and
improves it using Description Logics as the scheme to model the relationships between the
concepts more precisely.

3

DROUGHT VOCABULARY DESCRIPTION

The drought team of the EuroGEOSS project prepared a metadata catalogue tailored towards
users from the drought community with data and services linked to the drought field. One of the
key fields of the metadata describing resources is the field „keywords‟, that facilitates the discovery
of a resource of interest. Since neither the proposed general purpose vocabularies within the
EuroGEOSS for the annotation of metadata nor the hydrology or meteorology related ones did
comply with the needs of the drought community, it was decided to prepare a specialized drought
vocabulary to:
tailor the search to drought specific content,
support the data providers in the annotation task of the metadata,
approach the issue of dealing with search terms in various languages.
The resulting vocabulary, developed through an open and collaborative process, contains 103
concepts organized hierarchically in groups of concepts (drought, meteorology, soil, hydrology)
and provides preferred and alternative labels in fifteen languages (Latre et al., 2011a,b).
Terms and relations of the vocabulary are shown with English labels below in Figure 1 to Figure 6.
A full PDF file showing together all the concepts and relations can be downloaded from
http://eurogeoss.unizar.es/home/thesaurus/droughtVocabulary.pdf.
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of part of the drought vocabulary: drought group
Notation:

drought::drought

is-a
whole-part
instance of
related

drought::hydrological drought

drought::meteorological drought

drought::agricultural drought

drought::SPI
drought::meteorological drought index

hydrology::hydrological drought index

drought::composite drought indicator

drought::PDSI

drought::drought indicator | drought index

drought::drought intensity

drought::drought severity

drought::emergency
drought::vegetation state index

drought::alert
drought::drought status

drought::drought threshold
drought::pre-alert

drought::drought overview

drought::normality

drought::NDWI - Normalized Difference Water Index

drought::drought early warning
drought::drought management
drought::drought plan

drought::drought mitigation

drought::drought control

drought::vegetation productivity
drought::fAPAR - Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically
Active Radiation
drought::European drought product

drought::drought monitoring

drought::regional/local drought product

drought::drought monitoring system

drought::drought product

drought::national/multinational drought product
drought::DMCSEE | Drought Management Centre for Southeast
Europe
drought::EDO | European Drought Observatory

drought::drought spatial extent

drought::drought region

drought::drought stress

drought::spatial assessment of drought

drought::drought impact

drought::drought resilience

drought::drought map

drought::desertification

drought::drought forecast

drought::drought onset

drought::vulnerability to drought
| susceptibility
to drought

drought::drought hazard

drought::drought duration
drought::drought frequency

drought::drought end

drought::drought risk
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of part of the drought vocabulary: meteorology group
meteorology::cumulative precipitation deficit

meteorology::precipitation

meteorology::Precipitation
deficiency
(amount, intensity,
timing)

meteorology::precipitation deficit

meteorology::precipitation anomaly

meteorology::rainfall

meteorology::rainfall anomaly

meteorology::precipitation percentile
meteorology::cumulative departure from normal or
climatologically
expected precipitation
meteorology::GPCC data

meteorology::evaporation

meteorology::evapotranspiration

meteorology::snow

meteorology::potential evapotranspiration

meteorology::climate variability
meteorology::snow pack
meteorology::climate change
meteorology::climate
meteorology::arid zone
| dryland
| dry zone
meteorology::arid climate
| desert climate
| dry climate

meteorology::semiarid zone

meteorology::weather extremes
meteorology::semiarid climate
meteorology::meteorological state

meteorology::heat stress

meteorology::meteorology

Figure 3: Graphical representation of part of the drought vocabulary: hydrology group
hydrology::water run off
hydrology::water stress

hydrology::hydrological status

hydrology::water scarcity
hydrology::water stored in reservoir
hydrology::reservoir
hydrology::reservoir volume
hydrology::piezometric level

hydrology::low flow

hydrology::discharge
hydrology::ground water

hydrology::hydrology

hydrology::water deficit
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Figure 4: Graphical representation of part of the drought vocabulary: soil group

soil::soil

soil::soil moisture

soil::soil moisture deficit

Figure 5: Graphical representation of part of the drought vocabulary: statistics group
statistics::statistics

statistics::time series

statistics::anomaly

statistics::trend

Figure 6: Graphical representation of part of the drought vocabulary: remote sensing group
remote sensing::remote sensing

remote sensing::remote sensing product

The Drought Vocabulary has been translated into 15 languages:
English
Slovenian
Spanish
French
German
Bosnian
Turkish
Italian
Portuguese
Croatian
Serbian
Albanian
Macedonian
Greek
Montenegrin
Figure 7 shows a preview of the spreadsheet with the labels of the terms belonging to the Drought
Vocabulary in the fifteen different languages, that can be downloaded from
http://eurogeoss.unizar.es/home/thesaurus/EuroGEOSS_Drought_Vocabulary_labels.xls.
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Figure 7: Spreadsheet with the labels of the terms belonging to the Drought Vocabulary in the
fifteen different languages

The Drought Vocabulary has been formalized in SKOS (Miles and Pérez-Agüera, 2007). SKOS
(Simple Knowledge Organization System) is a family of formal languages designed for
representation of thesauri, classification schemes, taxonomies, subject-heading systems, or any
other type of structured controlled vocabulary. Built upon RDF (Resource Description Format) and
RDFS (RDF Schema), its main objective is to enable easy publication of controlled structured
vocabularies for the Semantic Web. Unique URIs (Uniform Resource Identifier) were constructed
for the terms (such as „http://eurogeoss.eu/DroughtVocabulary/15’ for „drought‟) in order to allow
referring to a term in a language-independent manner. The is-a, whole-part and instance-of
relationships were mapped to the skos:broader and skos:narrower relationships while the related
relationship has been maintained too. There exists also the possibility of grouping concepts using
the skos:collections construction to provide a more consistent grouping of the terms into the
different categories identified during the modelling stage: meteorology, drought, soil, hydrology,
statistics.
The
SKOS
version
of
the
vocabulary
is
available
at
http://eurogeoss.unizar.es/home/thesaurus/DroughtVocabulary.skos.xml.
Finally, its Dublin Core metadata can be downloaded as an
http://eurogeoss.unizar.es/home/thesaurus/DroughtVocabulary.MD.DC.xml.

4

DEVELOPMENT OF THE VOCABULARY

4.1

Overview of the methodology

XML

file

from

The methodology followed for the development of the drought vocabulary is quite similar to the one
described in the ISO standards (see section 2.2). It includes a review, modelling and structure
refinement stages. However, these steps were applied in an iterative way and an additional
formalization step was included to be able to use the thesaurus in an information retrieval
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environment. In the context of the drought work package of EuroGEOSS, this iterative process
allowed for a rapid integration in the technological infrastructure being developed as part of the first
tasks of the project and it also facilitated quick feedback and flexible collaboration of the different
partners in the development and refinement of the vocabulary. A total of three iterations were
needed to create the vocabulary. Each iteration can include steps of information collection,
modelling, translation and formalization with a different degree of emphasis. Previously to the first
iteration, a state of the art review was performed to ensure that no other thesaurus or vocabulary
fitted our purposes. Most thesauri proved to be too general or to big to be used in the drought field,
as explained in section 2.
The main part of the effort devoted to the creation of the vocabulary was made during the first
iteration. The second one was dedicated to refine the vocabulary based on the results of the first
iteration and to provide a first translation of the terms and a draft formalization in a knowledge
representation language. The third and final iteration was devoted to finish the translations and to
obtain the final formalized version of the vocabulary. Figure 8 shows a schema of the different
steps and iterations followed to create the thesaurus, that are explained in the following sections.
Figure 8. Steps of the methodology followed in the drought vocabulary creation
Collection
step

Preliminary
iteration

State of the art
review

1st iteration

Collection of
terms

Modelling
stage

2nd iteration

Term
refinement

Structure
refinement

3rd iteration

4.2

Modelling
step

Translation
step

Formalization
step

First translation

First
formalization

Translation
(new terms, new
languages)

Final
formalization

Collection of information

The initial step of the first and second iterations was the selection of terms. During the first
iteration, information and terms were collected: all partners of the drought work package
contributed a list of keywords in a common language (English) that described their data and
services. In most cases, the submitted terms have already been used informally to tag the created
metadata. Apart from the knowledge from partner experts, related terms in well-known sources
(GEMET and AGROVOC thesauri) were also searched. The final set of keywords contained terms
that allow characterizing drought events, drought data, general topics related to droughts, drought
indices, etc. The initial list was refined in the second iteration in order to add missing terms, (such
as „drought risk‟, „drought management plan‟, „discharge‟, „drought resilience‟) or prune not very
related ones (such as terms describing time and spatial scale, since there are more specific
thesauri to cover that).
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Modelling

After the collection of terms, a modelling stage took place. An identification of synonyms or
conflation of different submitted keywords referring to the same term was made in the first iteration.
Preferred and alternate labels were then chosen among the keywords for the conflated terms. For
instance, „arid climate‟, „desert climate‟ and „dry climate‟ were different keywords individually
proposed by different partners, all of them referring to the same term. „Arid climate‟ was chosen as
preferred label and the other two were maintained as alternate labels. In the case of the terms
referred by acronyms or the pairs „acronym-complete name‟, terms were split in two in order to
separate acronyms (preferred label) from their complete name (alternate label). Finally, a draft
structure or hierarchy for the terms was proposed.
In the second iteration, this modelling was refined: different categories (groups of concepts) were
identified and the hierarchical relationships of the first version were refined, maintaining only as
purely hierarchical those that could be classified into is-a relationships (a „rainfall anomaly‟ is a kind
of „precipitation anomaly‟), whole-part („drought duration‟ has an „onset‟ and an „end‟) or instance-of
(„EDO‟ is an instance/individual/particular case of a „drought monitoring system‟). The rest were
considered as non-hierarchical and maintained as simple related relationships („soil‟ is related to
„soil moisture‟).
4.4

Translation

The third step in the creation of the thesaurus was the translation of the terms. For the first version
of the vocabulary, obtained at the end of the second iteration, translations into Slovenian, Spanish,
French and German, besides the original English version, could be quickly provided by the
partners and, thus, available for testing multilingualism aspects of the use of the thesaurus. In the
third iteration, apart from the translation of the newly added terms, translations into Bosnian,
Turkish, Italian, Portuguese, Croatian, Serbian, Albanian, Macedonian, Greek and Montenegrin
were integrated into the thesaurus, to sum up a total of 15 languages.
4.5

Formalization

The final step in the creation of the thesaurus was its formalization. The first version of the
thesaurus was represented in SKOS for testing purposes. The final version has been integrated
into the JRC SESAME repository and is accessible from the EuroGEOSS Drought Catalogue
home page8

5

INTEGRATION OF THE THESAURUS IN THE EUROGEOSS FRAMEWORK FOR
DROUGHT MONITORING

The drought vocabulary has been integrated in the infrastructure of the European Drought
Observatory in three ways. Firstly, it has been incorporated into the CatMDEdit tool, the metadata
editor tool used in the drought working group of the EuroGEOSS project. Secondly, it has been
integrated within the web application used for searching and updating online the metadata records.
And thirdly, has been aligned with the other two thesauri used in the EuroGEOSS framework:
GEMET and the GEOSS Societal Benefit Areas categories.

8

http://eurogeoss.unizar.es/home/
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Integration into the EuroGEOSS drought metadata editor tool for resource annotation

The metadata editor tool used in the EuroGEOSS drought work package, CatMDEdit 9 (NoguerasIso et al., 2008), uses a serialized version of the vocabulary to browse its content and allows users
creating or updating metadata to select terms from the vocabulary to tag the resources. Figure 9
shows the drought vocabulary in the CatMDEdit thesaurus browser. The vocabulary can be
browsed through the thesaurus treelike structure or through an alphabetical term list. Additionally,
there is a third tab that allows searching terms contained in the thesaurus. The thesaurus browser,
loaded with the drought vocabulary, allows users to semantically annotate the resources with
selected concepts from the vocabulary.
Figure 9: Integration of the EuroGEOSS Drought Vocabulary in CatMDEdit

5.2

Integration into EuroGEOSS drought catalogue user interface

The drought vocabulary has also been integrated into the drought catalogue user interface. The
metadata records managed by this catalogue are ISO 19115 and INSPIRE compliant and describe
210 datasets and 22 web services submitted by the EuroGEOSS drought partners. About a 58% of
the records were written in the original language of the dataset, while the rest were in English, what
made difficult the discovery of the described resources when querying by a different language.
The web catalogue is accessible through an OGC compliant catalogue service developed with
CatalogCube technology10 and through a user friendly web application. This web application was
designed to take into account the GCI Clearinghouse Requirements (GEO, 2009) about searching
criteria: users should be able to search based on location, keywords or text, and temporal extent.
In addition to this, a resource type and a provider criterion were also included as a way to allow
users to distinguish the resource type (data or services) or the resource provider in their searches.
Figure 10 shows this GUI covering these searching criteria.

9

http://catmdedit.sourceforge.net/
http://spatiumcube.sourceforge.net/

10
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Figure 10: Graphical user interface web application for searching metadata

Once the first version of the drought vocabulary was developed, it was displayed in the interface in
order to facilitate querying the catalogue by using drought-specific related terms. It took the place
of the thesauri that were in use at the moment (INSPIRE and SBA categories and sub-categories),
since they had proved to be too general to aid the searching. The drought vocabulary, even in its
first version and prior to the updating of the metadata with tags from the new vocabulary, proved to
be an improvement in the interaction with the user, due to its capability of describing better the
resources and the fact that its terms were already used informally in the keywords, abstract or title
sections of the resources. Section Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. discusses this in more
depth.
5.3

Aligment with other thesauri

The Drought Vocabulary is tailored towards optimizing searches in the drought metadata
catalogue. To make the vocabulary useful also in a wider context, it needs to be linked with
thesauri that are used for searching through multidisciplinary metadata catalogues. In the
EuroGEOSS project, these thesauri are GEMET and GEOSS Societal Benefit Areas (SBA). The
linking of thesauri is referred to as matching: all terms of the drought vocabulary have to be
matched to at least one term of another thesaurus. The process needs to be repeated for every
thesaurus that needs to the linked to the drought vocabulary. The matching was performed
manually with the SKOS matcher of the Semantic Lab11 of the Joint Research Centre.

11

http://semanticlab.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
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A summary of the alignment activity between the drought vocabulary and either the SBA or
GEMET is presented in the following tables. Table 1 shows that 12 concepts out of the 66 of the
SBA were mapped to 45 concepts of the drought vocabulary, and that 50 terms out of 5244 from
GEMET were mapped to a total of 103 concepts of the drought vocabulary. This validates the
authors‟ claim made in section 2.1 that the general purpose thesauri were too big or too general for
its use in metadata annotation and search in the drought area.
Table 2 also justifies the need of a drought vocabulary: most of the mappings between terms of the
drought vocabulary and the considered thesauri belong to the category of “related terms”. Only 5
out of 125 mappings in the case of the SBA and 23 out of 137 in the case of GEMET are more
specific mappings (broader, close and exact matches).
Table 1. Number of mapped concepts
Thesaurus
size

# of mapped concepts
from original thesaurus
to the drought vocabulary

SBA

66

12

45

GEMET

5244

50

103

Table 2. Number of mapping relations to the drought vocabulary
Broad

Close

Exact

Related

Total

SBA

2

1

2

120

125

GEMET

8

1

14

114

137

The big advantage of the matching of vocabularies is that the search of the user can be
automatically extended to terms of the drought vocabulary that are linked to the selected term of
the GEMET or GEOSS SBA.

6

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed vocabularies in the European project EuroGEOSS for the annotation of metadata
proven to be, in the thematic area of drought, either too generic to adequately classify drought
resources, or too large to be practical for their annotation. As a consequence, a drought vocabulary
has been developed in a collective way, in order to improve the accessibility to appropriate drought
resources (datasets and services) to users and experts.
It was thought that a first-guess vocabulary could be prepared for this area based on a collection of
terms that would considerably improved the discovery of available resources and, in the end, a
103-term vocabulary, organized into a hierarchy and translated into 15 languages has been
developed. The methodology followed for the creation of this specific drought vocabulary has been
presented, methodology that could be also applied to other subject areas where the same needs
and problems could be identified.
This vocabulary has been first used in the EuroGEOSS drought catalogue in three ways. Firstly, by
annotating the resources it holds according to the new vocabulary, since the quality of the search
results of a catalogue query depends on the quality of the metadata. The terms of the vocabulary
had to be used in the annotation of the metadata, since otherwise resources cannot be properly
found. A 51.5% of the drought vocabulary concepts have been used in the annotation of the
EuroGEOSS drought catalogue resources. Secondly, it has been included in the user search
application interface. Analysis from the catalogue logs shows that it improves the interaction with
users, helping them to establish their searching parameters and providing them with better search
results (Latre et al. 2011b). Logs also show that the terms selected to be part of the vocabulary are
appropriate from a user‟s point of view, since 65.0% of them have been used in at least a query.
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Finally, the vocabulary has been aligned with the other two thesauri chosen for metadata
annotation in the project: GEMET and GEOSS Societal Benefit Areas categories.
As future work, the Drought Vocabulary will be integrated in the Metadata Editor developed for the
Reference Data and Service Initiative of JRC Institute for Environment and Sustainability (JRC-IES
RDSI). Additionally, the importance of maintaining the Drought Vocabulary alive has been
highlighted. In the last internal meeting of WP5, it was agreed that EDO should be responsible for
the maintenance and update of the Drought Vocabulary beyond the scope of the EuroGEOSS
project. A contact point will be established to inform interested third parties on updates of the
vocabulary. Details and modus operandi will be discussed in the next months.
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